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Ref: Submission ID 7df50d48-124f-4899-87fd-267be3cbafa3 

Dear Dr Sulaeman, 

Thank you for submitting your manuscript to Human Arenas. 

Your manuscript is now at our initial Quality Check stage, where we look for adherence to the journal's submission
guidelines, including any relevant editorial and publishing policies. If there are any points that need to be addressed prior
to progressing we will send you a detailed email. Otherwise, your manuscript will proceed into peer review. 

You can check on the status of your submission at any time by using the link below and logging in with the account you
created for this submission: 

https://researcher.nature.com/your-submissions?utm_source=submissions&utm_medium=email&
utm_campaign=confirmation-email&journal_id=42087 

Kind regards, 

Editorial Assistant 
Human Arenas 
--- 

Human Arenas is a transformative journal. This means it offers a hybrid publication model. When the journal accepts
research for publication, the article may be published using either immediate gold open access or the subscription
publishing route. For further information please visit https://www.springernature.com/gp/open-research/transformative-
journals 
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Kepada: ridwaniain1968@gmail.com

Dear Dr Ridwan, 

Re: "Ritual Cross-Religious in Moluccas Immanuel church, Indonesia: Why Involvement of Muslim Communities?" 

The corresponding author has been asked to revise the above submission on which you are listed as a contributing

author. Meanwhile, we would be grateful if you would carefully check the author details, including spelling and sequence

of given and family names; email and affiliation: 

Corresponding author: 

Sulaeman Sulaeman 

sulaeman@iainambon.ac.id 

M. Ridwan 

ridwaniain1968@gmail.com 

Hardianti Yusuf 

hardianti_yusuf@iainpalopo.ac.id 

Busro Busro 

busro@msn.com 

If you spot any errors, please contact the corresponding author directly to ensure the revision moves smoothly through the

submission process. 

Kind regards, 

Editorial Assistant 

Human Arenas 
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Ref: Submission ID 7df50d48-124f-4899-87fd-267be3cbafa3 

Dear Dr Sulaeman, 
Your manuscript, "Ritual Cross-Religious in Moluccas Immanuel church, Indonesia: Why Involvement of Muslim
Communities?", has now been assessed. 

We invite you to revise your paper, taking into account the points raised and the general guidelines below. When your
revision is ready, please submit it via: 

https://submission.springernature.com/submit-revision/7df50d48-124f-4899-87fd-267be3cbafa3 

To support the continuity of the peer review process, we recommend returning your manuscript to us within 14 days. If you
think you will need additional time, please let us know by replying to this email. 

Kind regards, 

Giuseppina Marsico 
Editor 
Human Arenas 

SUBMISSION INSTRUCTIONS FOR REVISED PAPERS 
Once you have revised your paper, the submitter sulaeman sulaeman can use the following link to submit it: 

https://submission.springernature.com/submit-revision/7df50d48-124f-4899-87fd-267be3cbafa3 

In order to process your paper, we require: 

• A point-by-point response to the comments, including a description of any additional experiments that were carried out
and a detailed rebuttal of any criticisms or requested revisions that you disagreed with. 

This must be uploaded as a 'Point-by-point response to reviewers' file. All changes to the manuscript must be highlighted
or indicated by using tracked changes. 

At this stage, please also ensure that you have replaced your initial-submission image files with production quality figures.
These should be supplied at 300 dpi resolution for .jpeg and .tiff or as .eps files. Figures should not include Figure number
labels in the image.

Please ensure you conform to our authorship policies, also outlined here: https://www.springer.com/
journal/42087/submission-guidelines 

If you have been asked to improve the language or presentation of your manuscript and would like the assistance of paid
editing services, then our expert help at Springer Nature Author Services can help you improve your manuscript through
services including English language editing, developmental comments, manuscript formatting, figure preparation,
translation, and more. 

To find out more and get 15% off your order then click the link below. 

https://authorservices.springernature.com/go/sn/?utm_source=SNAPP&utm_medium=Revision+Email&utm_campaign=
SNAS+Referrals+2022&utm_id=ref2022 

Please note that use of an editing service is neither a requirement nor a guarantee of publication. Free assistance is
available from our resources page: https://www.springernature.com/gp/researchers/campaigns/english-language-
forauthors 



REVIEWER REPORTS 

Reviewer Comments: 

Reviewer 1 
The article is worth publishing. It discusses unique phenomena (i.e., cross-religious ritual practices) rarely discussed in
the previous academic literature. Specialists of the Maluku society also tend to neglect to analyze this issue. The data
presented in the article are also original, drawing from first-hand informants.  

I have some suggestions to strengthen the article as follows.  

I’d suggest changing the title, e.g., Cross-Religious Rituals in the Moluccas, Indonesia. 

The introductory section should describe briefly the article’s focus, objectives, and significance 
The interview section should also demonstrate the previous/existing literature on the studies of Maluku’s religious
engagement or ritual practices in this region, and describe the article’s novelty, academic (theoretical or practical)
contribution, and differences from other existing studies. 
References to other cross-religious ritual practices in Ambon or the Moluccas, in general, will be good to be added. I saw
there are some similar cases of inter-religious ceremonies between Christians and Muslims in Maluku.  
Some statistical data on the Christian & Muslim populations in Maluku/Ambon will be good to be presented since not all
readers are familiar with Maluku 
I think a brief presentation on the previous Christian-Muslim violence will be useful to understand whether cross-religious
ritual practices in Maluku are a new phenomenon or had taken place before the communal riots in 1999. If recently, why
now? Kinship ties had long been practiced in Maluku.  
Use the terms “civil pluralism” or “civic pluralism” consistently. Also, the author should differentiate between “pluralism”
and “plurality” (in the Introduction).        

Reviewer 2 
This manuscript is very interesting and has potential to provide insights into how cross (inter?) religious tolerance and
understanding is built in an area with a history of religious conflict. The descriptive and visual data also show that the
authors have carried out quite extensive fieldwork. However, the article was difficult to read for three main reasons:  
1)      Language – language editing would increase the readers’ understanding of the text. I have pointed out in the paper
examples of sentences that I do not completely understand (I would say that I made assumptions about what is being
said, but I am doubting whether that is what the authors are suggesting).  
2)      Structure of the writing and the complexity of ideas – many ideas or concepts are thrown into one paragraph,
transition sentences or paragraphs are lacking (for example see my comments on page 2 in the introduction and page 3 in
the literature review).  
3)      Use of local terms without elaborate explanation (see for example my comments on pela basodara/pela gandong,
bakudapa etc).  

The three points above being said, I would advise a rewrite of the manuscript in order for the reviewers to understand the
substantial parts of the manuscript.  

Another point the authors need to bring out in this article is the context. Being an article about cross (inter?)religious
relations means that more needs to be said about the history of inter religious conflict in the Mollucas – especially
considering that not all readers are familiar with the Mollucas.  

My last point is on methods: more needs to be said about how the research was done, and reflection of the author’s own
position (especially in relation to his/her own religion) is essential.   

Attachments: 
• https://reviewer-feedback.springernature.com/download/attachment/fc0ee10e-8644-4e0b-aa77-14c0bac8d586 
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Dear Sulaeman Sulaeman, 

We have received your order, 65MP5MSX, and it will be completed by 12 Dec 2022 at 01:00 (Washington DC time). You
may see your order status or download a copy of your invoice from the main page of your AJE account. 

We will contact you if we have any questions or problems with your file, and you will receive another message from us
after your order has been completed. If you have any questions, please reply to this email, and we will assist you. 

Here is a summary of your transaction: 

Delivery deadline: 12 Dec 2022 at 01:00 (Washington DC time) 

Order ID: 65MP5MSX 

Manuscript title: Cross-Religious Rituals in the Moluccas, Indonesia 

Invoice #: S65MP5MSX 

Files:  
  - Cross-Religious Rituals .docx 
Services:  
  - Standard Editing 

Thank you for choosing our service. We hope we will help you achieve your publishing goals. 

Kind regards, 

The AJE Support Team 
AJE 
www.aje.com 
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Hope to see your manuscript soon in the journal.

Best regards, 
Hariini (For Pavithra) 
--- 
  
Pavithra Brahmaiah (Ms.) 
JEO Assistant 
Journals Editorial Office (JEO) 
  
Springer Nature 
T +91 44 42197752 
F +91 44 42197763 
pavithra.brahmaiah.1@springernature.com 
www.springernature.com 
--- 
Springer Nature is one of the world’s leading global research, educational and professional publishers,  
created in May 2015 through the combination of Nature Publishing Group, 
Palgrave Macmillan, Macmillan Education and Springer Science+Business Media.

From: Sulaeman Man <sulaeman@iainambon.ac.id> 
Sent: Sunday, December 4, 2022 2:15 PM 
To: Pavithra Brahmaiah <pavithra.brahmaiah.1@springernature.com> 
Subject: Re: Human Arenas: Decision on your manuscript
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Kepada: Sulaeman Sulaeman <sulaeman@iainambon.ac.id>

Dear Sulaeman Sulaeman, 

Thank you again for your order. The services you ordered are now complete and your files can be accessed by logging

into your account at secure.aje.com. Under My Orders, click on the Order ID 65MP5MSX and title to view all information

related to your submission or go directly to https://secure.aje.com/researcher/index/details/65MP5MSX . Files can be

downloaded under the "Completed Files" section. 

Please reply to this email if you have any questions about your order, and we will assist you. 

Sincerely, 

The AJE Team 

AJE 

www.aje.com 

Order ID: 65MP5MSX 

Manuscript title: Cross-Religious Rituals in the Moluccas, Indonesia 

Files:  

  - Cross-Religious Rituals .docx 

Services:  

  - Standard Editing 
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Kepada: sulaeman@iainambon.ac.id

Dear Dr. sulaeman,

Re: <”Ritual Cross-Religious in Moluccas Immanuel church, Indonesia: Why Involvement of Muslim

Communities? ”>

Our Initial Quality Check of your submission has now taken place. As a result, we need you to address the

following points before your manuscript can progress any further:

<[--  

• We notice that there are some author name given in the Manuscript which are not present in the submission

system (Institut Agama  Islam, Negeri  Ambon, Indonesia, Indonesia, Universitas  Islam, Negeri  Sunan, Ampel

 Surabaya, Indonesia, Irvan Mustafa  Institut, Agama  Islam, Indonesia, Gunung Djati  Bandung, Indonesia).

Could you please supply the missing author names? 

• We notice that there are discrepancies in the author names given in the manuscript and the author names in

submission system (Busro  Busro). Could you please verify which is/are correct? 

] (summarize all the items that need to be addressed to avoid multiple amendment rounds)>

Your paper has been placed back in the menu of the submitting author. To access it, please use the following link,

making sure you log in with the same email address you registered with: 

<[https://submission.springernature.com/submission/6306d7ae-f4fb-48c8-95bf-b092ec891d2c] (copy from SToA.
Generates once you click ‘return amendment’ – towards bottom of screen)>

(Press/Click on the above link to be automatically sent to the web page.)

Please make the requested amendments carefully, before selecting the “Submit manuscript” button on the

“Review” page. Do not change anything else in your manuscript.

Meanwhile, if you have any questions, please feel free to contact me.

Thank you very much. 
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Dear Dr Sulaeman, 

Re: "Ritual Cross-Religious in Moluccas Immanuel church, Indonesia: Why Involvement of Muslim Communities?" 

The corresponding author has been asked to revise the above submission on which you are listed as a contributing

author. Meanwhile, we would be grateful if you would carefully check the author details, including spelling and sequence

of given and family names; email and affiliation: 

Corresponding author: 

M. Ridwan 

ridwaniain1968@gmail.com 

Sulaeman Sulaeman 

sulaeman@iainambon.ac.id 

Ali Nurdin 

ali.nurdin@uinsby.ac.id 

Hadawiah Hadawiah 

hadawiah.hadawiah@umi.ac.id 

Irvan Mustafa 
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If you spot any errors, please contact the corresponding author directly to ensure the revision moves smoothly through the

submission process. 

Kind regards, 

Editorial Assistant 

Human Arenas 
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Ref: Submission ID 7df50d48-124f-4899-87fd-267be3cbafa3 

Dear Dr Ridwan, 
Your manuscript, "Ritual Cross-Religious in Moluccas Immanuel church, Indonesia: Why Involvement of Muslim
Communities?", has now been assessed. 

We invite you to revise your paper, taking into account the points raised and the general guidelines below. When your
revision is ready, please submit it via: 

https://submission.springernature.com/submit-revision/7df50d48-124f-4899-87fd-267be3cbafa3 

To support the continuity of the peer review process, we recommend returning your manuscript to us within 14 days. If you
think you will need additional time, please let us know by replying to this email. 

Kind regards, 

Giuseppina Marsico 
Editor 
Human Arenas 

SUBMISSION INSTRUCTIONS FOR REVISED PAPERS 
Once you have revised your paper, the submitter sulaeman sulaeman can use the following link to submit it: 

https://submission.springernature.com/submit-revision/7df50d48-124f-4899-87fd-267be3cbafa3 

In order to process your paper, we require: 

• A point-by-point response to the comments, including a description of any additional experiments that were carried out
and a detailed rebuttal of any criticisms or requested revisions that you disagreed with. 

This must be uploaded as a 'Point-by-point response to reviewers' file. All changes to the manuscript must be highlighted
or indicated by using tracked changes. 

At this stage, please also ensure that you have replaced your initial-submission image files with production quality figures.
These should be supplied at 300 dpi resolution for .jpeg and .tiff or as .eps files. Figures should not include Figure number
labels in the image.

Please ensure you conform to our authorship policies, also outlined here: https://www.springer.com/
journal/42087/submission-guidelines 

If you have been asked to improve the language or presentation of your manuscript and would like the assistance of paid
editing services, then our expert help at Springer Nature Author Services can help you improve your manuscript through
services including English language editing, developmental comments, manuscript formatting, figure preparation,
translation, and more. 

To find out more and get 15% off your order then click the link below. 

https://authorservices.springernature.com/go/sn/?utm_source=SNAPP&utm_medium=Revision+Email&utm_campaign=
SNAS+Referrals+2022&utm_id=ref2022 

Please note that use of an editing service is neither a requirement nor a guarantee of publication. Free assistance is
available from our resources page: https://www.springernature.com/gp/researchers/campaigns/english-language-
forauthors 



REVIEWER REPORTS 

Reviewer Comments: 

Reviewer 2 
The authors have addressed all the comments given previously in the first draft. 

The only comment for this second draft is the need to change the image of the village map to a clearer image (figure 1
and figure 2 seem blurry). 
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Ridwan Iain <ridwaniain1968@gmail.com>

Human Arenas: Decision on your manuscript 
1 pesan

Human Arenas <pavithra.brahmaiah.1@springernature.com> 9 Januari 2023 pukul 15.05
Kepada: ridwaniain1968@gmail.com

Ref: Submission ID 7df50d48-124f-4899-87fd-267be3cbafa3 

Dear Dr Ridwan, 

Re: "Ritual Cross-Religious in Moluccas Immanuel church, Indonesia: Why Involvement of Muslim Communities?" 

We're delighted to let you know that your manuscript has been accepted for publication in Human Arenas. 

Prior to publication, our production team will check the format of your manuscript to ensure that it conforms to the journal's
requirements. They will be in touch shortly to request any necessary changes, or to confirm that none are needed. 

Checking the proofs 

Once we've prepared your paper for publication, you will receive a proof. At this stage, please check that the author list
and affiliations are correct. For the main text, only errors that have been introduced during the production process, or
those that directly compromise the scientific integrity of the paper, may be corrected. 

As the corresponding (or nominated) author, you are responsible for the accuracy of all content, including spelling of
names and current affiliations. 

To ensure prompt publication, your proofs should be returned within two working days. 

Publication policies 

Acceptance of your manuscript is conditional on all authors agreeing to our publication policies at:
https://www.springernature.com/gp/policies/editorial-policies 

Human Arenas is a transformative journal. This means it offers a hybrid publication model. When the journal accepts
research for publication, the article may be published using either immediate gold open access or the subscription
publishing route. For further information please visit https://www.springernature.com/gp/open-research/transformative-
journals 

Once again, thank you for choosing Human Arenas, and we look forward to publishing your article. 

Kind regards, 

Giuseppina Marsico 
Editor 
Human Arenas 



Sulaeman Man <sulaeman@iainambon.ac.id>

Human Arenas: Decision on "Ritual Cross-Religious in Moluccas Immanuel church,

Indonesia: Why Involvement of Muslim Communities?" 

1 pesan

Human Arenas <do-not-reply@springernature.com> 9 Januari 2023 pukul 15.05

Kepada: sulaeman@iainambon.ac.id

Dear Dr Sulaeman, 

Re: "Ritual Cross-Religious in Moluccas Immanuel church, Indonesia: Why Involvement of Muslim Communities?" 

We are delighted to let you know that the above submission, which you co-authored, has been accepted for publication in

Human Arenas. 

Please contact the corresponding author if you would like further details on this decision, including any reviewer feedback. 

Thank you for choosing Human Arenas and we look forward to publishing your article. 

Kind regards,  

Editorial Assistant 

Human Arenas 
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Ridwan Iain <ridwaniain1968@gmail.com>

Human Arenas: Decision on your manuscript 

Pavithra Brahmaiah <pavithra.brahmaiah.1@springernature.com> 19 Januari 2023 pukul 20.27
Balas Ke: Pavithra Brahmaiah <pavithra.brahmaiah.1@springernature.com>
Kepada: ridwaniain1968@gmail.com
Cc: melissa.delgado@springer.com

Dear Dr. Ridwan,

I am marking a copy of this e-mail to my colleague in production who could assist you in this regard.

Thank you very much. 

On Thu, 19 Jan at 7:04 AM , Ridwan Iain <ridwaniain1968@gmail.com> wrote:

[External - Use Caution]
[Kutipan teks disembunyikan]



Sulaeman Man <sulaeman@iainambon.ac.id>

Your partial submission to Human Arenas 
1 pesan

Human Arenas <pavithra.brahmaiah.1@springernature.com> 19 Januari 2023 pukul 21.11
Kepada: sulaeman@iainambon.ac.id

Ref: Submission ID cf53bd3f-5551-46cf-a26c-574fedf379ea 

Dear Dr sulaeman, 

Thank you for your recent submission to Human Arenas, which you began on 19 January 2023 UTC. Please note that this
submission is not yet complete. 

To complete your submission, please log into the system using the following link and follow the instructions. 

https://submission.springernature.com/submission/cf53bd3f-5551-46cf-a26c-574fedf379ea 

IMPORTANT: before completing your submission please check and ensure that your manuscript is formatted according to
the submission guidelines (https://www.springer.com/journal/42087/submission-guidelines), and adheres to relevant
editorial and publishing policies. 

All manuscripts are subject to an initial Technical Check. Failure to adhere to our submission policies will result in the
manuscript being returned to you before being sent to an Editor. 

Common reasons for a manuscript to fail the initial Technical Check include: 

• Contributing author details not added to the online submission system 
• Papers reporting experiments on live vertebrates and/or higher invertebrates missing statements of approval,
accordance and (for human subjects) informed consent 
• Lack of appropriate permission and/or credit for reproduced images 

Please note a recent change to our competing interests policy: specifically, the definition of 'competing interests' has
broadened to include financial AND non-financial interests (details of our Editorial Policies and guidelines are available
here: https://www.springernature.com/gp/policies/editorial-policies ). 

When submitting your revised paper, please can you ensure this statement refers to 'competing interests' and, if
applicable, also list any non-financial competing interests as outlined in our editorial policies? Please note that the
Competing Interests statement on the system must match the Competing Interests statement provided in the article file. 

Please contact us if you have any questions or require any assistance. 

Kind regards, 

Editorial Assistant 
Human Arenas 
--- 

Human Arenas is a transformative journal. This means it offers a hybrid publication model. When the journal accepts
research for publication, the article may be published using either immediate gold open access or the subscription
publishing route. For further information please visit https://www.springernature.com/gp/open-research/transformative-
journals 

Presenting your work in a well-structured manuscript and in well-written English, gives it its best chance for editors and
reviewers to understand it and evaluate it fairly. Many researchers find that getting some outside support helps them
present their results in the best possible light. 



Springer Nature Author Services can help you with manuscript preparation—including English language editing,
developmental comments, manuscript formatting, figure preparation, translation, and more. 

To find out more and get 15% off your order then click the link below. 

https://authorservices.springernature.com/go/sn/?utm_source=SNAPP&utm_medium=Abandon+Submission+Email&utm_
campaign=SNAS+Referrals+2022&utm_id=ref2022  

Please note that using these tools, or any other service, is not a requirement for publication, nor does it imply or
guarantee that editors will accept the article, or even select it for peer review. 



Ridwan Iain <ridwaniain1968@gmail.com>

Human Arenas - Receipt of Manuscript 'Cross-Religious Rituals in...' 
1 pesan

Human Arenas <pavithra.brahmaiah.1@springernature.com> 20 Januari 2023 pukul 14.40
Kepada: ridwaniain1968@gmail.com

Ref: Submission ID cf53bd3f-5551-46cf-a26c-574fedf379ea 

Dear Dr Ridwan, 

Thank you for submitting your manuscript to Human Arenas. 

Your manuscript is now at our initial Technical Check stage, where we look for adherence to the journal's submission
guidelines, including any relevant editorial and publishing policies. If there are any points that need to be addressed prior
to progressing we will send you a detailed email. Otherwise, your manuscript will proceed into peer review. 

Using the link below, you can check on the status of your submission by creating a new account, or logging in with an
existing one. https://researcher.nature.com/validate?token=eyJ0eXAiOiJKV1QiLCJhbGciOiJIUzUxMiJ9.
eyJpbnZpdGF0aW9uSWQiOiI1NDZmYzVkYi00OTM4LTQzYTQtODQ0YS1lOTI4MGVmNjU2ZTAifQ.
6rMgyEDmZMVDeMLPLYg1Mrj0dFTzd9HOPCdmwVjtZANOyKkzkgBXI311g2b-Db6herZdCsNxLusgzAYuB-8qGA 

Kind regards, 

Editorial Assistant 
Human Arenas 
--- 

Human Arenas is a transformative journal. This means it offers a hybrid publication model. When the journal accepts
research for publication, the article may be published using either immediate gold open access or the subscription
publishing route. For further information please visit https://www.springernature.com/gp/open-research/transformative-
journals 



Sulaeman Man <sulaeman@iainambon.ac.id>

Human Arenas - Receipt of Manuscript 'Cross-Religious Rituals in...' 

1 pesan

Human Arenas <pavithra.brahmaiah.1@springernature.com> 20 Januari 2023 pukul 14.40

Kepada: sulaeman@iainambon.ac.id

Ref: Submission ID cf53bd3f-5551-46cf-a26c-574fedf379ea 

Dear Dr Sulaeman, 

Please note that you are listed as a co-author on the manuscript "Cross-Religious Rituals in the Moluccas, Indonesia",

which was submitted to Human Arenas on 20 January 2023 UTC. 

If you have any queries related to this manuscript please contact the corresponding author, who is solely responsible for

communicating with the journal. 

Kind regards, 

Editorial Assistant 

Human Arenas 



Sulaeman Man <sulaeman@iainambon.ac.id>

Your manuscript has been opted in to In Review 
1 pesan

In Review at Human Arenas <noreply@springernature.com> 20 Januari 2023 pukul 14.44
Balas Ke: info@researchsquare.com
Kepada: Sulaeman Sulaeman <sulaeman@iainambon.ac.id>

Dear Dr. M. Ridwan,

Your manuscript Cross-Religious Rituals in the Moluccas, Indonesia has been opted in to In Review from Springer Nature
as part of its submission to Human Arenas. In Review is a free preprint service that permanently posts your paper to the
preprint server Research Square.

The In Review service will:

Publicly share your manuscript on Research Square in the form of a preprint with a DOI
Allow the public to track the status of your manuscript through peer review using In Review’s Peer Review
Timeline
Enable you to reap the benefits of early sharing, such as more collaboration opportunities and earlier citations

Provide an opportunity to get feedback and comments from the community that can improve your paper

All preprints posted as part of the In Review service are screened for preprint suitability, formatted, assigned a DOI, and
publicly posted under a CC-BY 4.0 license as a preprint on Research Square. Because it is assigned a DOI, it will be
permanently available for anyone to view online, regardless of the journal decision.

If you have any questions about why your manuscript was opted in to In Review, please contact the submitting author.
Once the preprint is posted, you’ll no longer be able to opt out of In Review. If the preprint has not yet been posted, the
submitting author will be able to opt out by logging in to their Research Square Dashboard.

Sincerely,

Springer Nature 

Journal submission ID for reference: cf53bd3f-5551-46cf-a26c-574fedf379ea 
Submission title for reference: Cross-Religious Rituals in the Moluccas, Indonesia 

This email has been sent to ridwaniain1968@gmail.com by Research Square on behalf of Springer Nature. 
Privacy policy 
Contact Research Square 
© Springer Nature



Ridwan Iain <ridwaniain1968@gmail.com>

Human Arenas - Receipt of Manuscript 'Cross-Religious Rituals in...' 
1 pesan

Human Arenas <pavithra.brahmaiah.1@springernature.com> 20 Januari 2023 pukul 14.40
Kepada: ridwaniain1968@gmail.com

Ref: Submission ID cf53bd3f-5551-46cf-a26c-574fedf379ea 

Dear Dr Ridwan, 

Thank you for submitting your manuscript to Human Arenas. 

Your manuscript is now at our initial Technical Check stage, where we look for adherence to the journal's submission
guidelines, including any relevant editorial and publishing policies. If there are any points that need to be addressed prior
to progressing we will send you a detailed email. Otherwise, your manuscript will proceed into peer review. 

Using the link below, you can check on the status of your submission by creating a new account, or logging in with an
existing one. https://researcher.nature.com/validate?token=eyJ0eXAiOiJKV1QiLCJhbGciOiJIUzUxMiJ9.
eyJpbnZpdGF0aW9uSWQiOiI1NDZmYzVkYi00OTM4LTQzYTQtODQ0YS1lOTI4MGVmNjU2ZTAifQ.
6rMgyEDmZMVDeMLPLYg1Mrj0dFTzd9HOPCdmwVjtZANOyKkzkgBXI311g2b-Db6herZdCsNxLusgzAYuB-8qGA 

Kind regards, 

Editorial Assistant 
Human Arenas 
--- 

Human Arenas is a transformative journal. This means it offers a hybrid publication model. When the journal accepts
research for publication, the article may be published using either immediate gold open access or the subscription
publishing route. For further information please visit https://www.springernature.com/gp/open-research/transformative-
journals 



Ridwan Iain <ridwaniain1968@gmail.com>

Automatic reply: Production-related enquiries 
1 pesan

Melissa Delgado <Melissa.Delgado@springer.com> 20 Januari 2023 pukul 19.44
Kepada: Ridwan Iain <ridwaniain1968@gmail.com>

Thank you for your email. 

I am out of the office with no access to email. I will respond to you upon my return on January 23, 2023. For Urgent matters, please
contact Mary Jane Gargar at maryjane.gargar@springer.com.

--- 
Melissa T. Delgado 
Production Coordinator 
Journals Production 

Springer Nature 
T   +63 (035) 532-9912 loc. 23618 

melissa.delgado@springer.com 
www.springernature.com 
--- 
Springer Nature is one of the world’s leading global research, educational and professional publishers, created in May
2015 through the combination of Nature Publishing Group, Palgrave Macmillan, Macmillan Education and Springer
Science+Business Media.



Ridwan Iain <ridwaniain1968@gmail.com>

Production-related enquiries 

Melissa Delgado <melissa.delgado@springer.com> 23 Januari 2023 pukul 10.45
Kepada: Ridwan Iain <ridwaniain1968@gmail.com>

Dear Dr. Ridwan Iain,

Good day.

I would like to inform you that your manuscript will be forwarded to production.

Thank you.

Best Regards,
Sassa
 
---
Melissa T. Delgado 
Production Coordinator
Journals Production
 
Springer Nature
T   +639167525199
melissa.delgado@springer.com
www.springernature.com
---
Springer Nature is one of the world's leading global research, educational and professional publishers, created in May
2015 through the combination of Nature Publishing Group, Palgrave Macmillan, Macmillan Education and Springer
Science+Business Media. 

From: Ridwan Iain <ridwaniain1968@gmail.com> 
Sent: Friday, January 20, 2023 6:44 PM 
To: Melissa Delgado <Melissa.Delgado@springer.com> 
Subject: Production-related enquiries
 

[External - Use Caution]

[Kutipan teks disembunyikan]



Ridwan Iain <ridwaniain1968@gmail.com>

Production-related enquiries
Pavithra Brahmaiah <pavithra.brahmaiah.1@springernature.com> 30 Januari 2023 pukul 20.55
Balas Ke: Pavithra Brahmaiah <pavithra.brahmaiah.1@springernature.com>
Kepada: ridwaniain1968@gmail.com
Cc: melissa.delgado@springer.com

Dear Dr. Iain,

I am marking a copy of this e-mail to my colleague in production who could assist you in this regard.

Thank you very much.

Best regards, 

Pavithra

--- 

 

Pavithra Brahmaiah (Ms.) 

JEO Assistant 

Journals Editorial Office (JEO) 

 

Springer Nature 

T +91 44 42197752 

F +91 44 42197763 

pavithra.brahmaiah.1@springernature.com 

www.springernature.com 

--- 

Springer Nature is one of the world s̓ leading global research, educational and professional publishers,  

created in May 2015 through the combination of Nature Publishing Group, 

Palgrave Macmillan, Macmillan Education and Springer Science+Business Media.

On Mon, 30 Jan at 10:40 AM , Ridwan Iain <ridwaniain1968@gmail.com> wrote:
[External - Use Caution]
[Kutipan teks disembunyikan]

mailto:pavithra.brahmaiah.1@springernature.com
http://www.springernature.com/
mailto:ridwaniain1968@gmail.com


Ridwan Iain <ridwaniain1968@gmail.com>

Production-related enquiries 

Pavithra Brahmaiah <pavithra.brahmaiah.1@springernature.com> 3 Maret 2023 pukul 19.53
Balas Ke: Pavithra Brahmaiah <pavithra.brahmaiah.1@springernature.com>
Kepada: ridwaniain1968@gmail.com
Cc: melissa.delgado@springer.com

Dear Dr. Iain,

I am marking a copy of this e-mail to my colleague in production who could assist you in this regard.

Thank you very much. 

[Kutipan teks disembunyikan]



Ridwan Iain <ridwaniain1968@gmail.com>

Production-related enquiries 

Melissa Delgado <melissa.delgado@springer.com> 6 Maret 2023 pukul 13.51
Kepada: Ridwan Iain <ridwaniain1968@gmail.com>, Pavithra Brahmaiah <pavithra.brahmaiah.1@springernature.com>

Dear Dr. Ridwan Iain,

Good day.

I want to inform you that your paper is now in queue for processing and the link for the publishing
agreement will be sent to you for completion.

My apologies for the delay as we are currently experiencing some technical glitch.

We hope for your understanding.

Thank you.

Best Regards,
Sassa
 
---
Melissa T. Delgado 
Production Coordinator
Journals Production
 
Springer Nature
T   +639167525199
melissa.delgado@springer.com
www.springernature.com
---
Springer Nature is one of the world's leading global research, educational and professional publishers, created in May
2015 through the combination of Nature Publishing Group, Palgrave Macmillan, Macmillan Education and Springer
Science+Business Media. 

From: Ridwan Iain <ridwaniain1968@gmail.com> 
Sent: Friday, March 3, 2023 6:59 PM 
To: Pavithra Brahmaiah <pavithra.brahmaiah.1@springernature.com> 
Cc: Melissa Delgado <melissa.delgado@springer.com> 
Subject: Re: Production-related enquiries
 

[External - Use Caution]

[Kutipan teks disembunyikan]



Ridwan Iain <ridwaniain1968@gmail.com>

Next steps for publishing your article (10.1007/s42087-023-00331-z) in Human Arenas 
1 pesan

do-not-reply@springernature.com <do-not-reply@springernature.com> 14 Maret 2023 pukul 11.57
Kepada: ridwaniain1968@gmail.com

Dear Dr. M. Ridwan
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